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Photography as religion

There are a number of ways in which photography intersects with religion:  as a medium; as a discipline; and an image; as well as an application of devotion, a quest to seek confirmation and find something out about our selves, our lives and those of others, especially over the long term.  Bill Jay talks about this dedication as a ‘life-attitude’ (1979), and it is many such life-attitudes that have invested photographic histories with spirit and significance, continuously added to with seemingly endless scope.  This may sound existentialist or rhetorical, but let it.  Surely a similarity exists here to a life lived in dedication to the ‘image’ of God, which is itself an adherence to an illusion, to another kind of presence that is metaphysical, like the image on/of the photograph itself - the ‘pencil of nature’ (William Henry Fox Talbot, 1844-46) was initially observed as an apparent divine intervention.  

Then too, where the camera points towards the subjects of religion, and the associated iconic imagery passed on through text (scripture) and painted image, perhaps with the exception of the Shroud of Turin, that has been discussed literally in terms of a (photographic) body print, with the indexicality of a death mask or foot print. For the photographic depiction of Jesus Christ as he has been previously described or painted, look at Nancy Burson’s Guys who look like Jesus (2002).  Furthermore, the Burson-esque signature composite of a number of ‘guys who look like Jesus’ gives a generic but metaphysical presence that oscillates towards a religious being/ experience in exactly the same way as the Mary does in Women who look like Mary (2006).  Even more poignant is the consequential composite image of One (Jesus, Mohammed, Buddha) (2004).  In all these compositions, the total image becomes greater than the sum of its parts; there is something ultimate and profound that occurs in and through this image unification – the superimposed.  

The yellow colour of One, as it appears on Burson’s website, is reminiscent of Andres Serrano’s Piss Christ (1987), also yellow.  All these works generate a visual interplay or provocation with otherwise sacrosanct religious iconography, and present a kind of re-contextualised “what if…”.  Such depictions and questioning is problematic and often results in public outrage - Serrano’s Piss Christ was vandalised on show in Australia in 1997, and the artist himself received numerous death threats.  The consequence of working at the edge (and Serrano has built his reputation on the edge) is potentially akin to the ultimate sacrifice, or the reality-effect of Roland Barthes Death of the Author theory (originally 1967).  This articulated the notion that the author relinquishes hold on the meaning of texts, images etc, and that the interpretation of these lies beyond the realm of the author’s intention, biography and life.  In 1989, I wrote an essay titled On the Death and Resurrection of the Author, following this proposal through to an authorship-afterlife, where in fact the author actually can continue to exert intent, in a divine and infinite capacity, forever and ever. (Amen?)  

A case in point might be Keith Arnatt’s Self Burial (1969), a nine-picture sequence where the artist is shown in stages of disappearing into the ground.  Whilst the activity of burial itself is apposite within this context, Arnatt’s intended meaning of the work within the discourse of disappearing art objects/ disappearing artist himself, remains in force long after the production of the piece and Arnatt’s own passing in 2008 (although this may be arguable when the images were screened as unexplained TV interventions, part of the Gerry Schum Television Interference Project Oct. 11-18,1969).  Other sorts of after-life, less notional this time, are the many bizarre and grotesque tableaux of Joel-Peter Witkin.  Take for example, Interrupted Reading (1999) of the half headed woman, who sits dressed and adorned with pearl necklace, finger book-marking her page in the book that lies on the table next to where she sits; the power of photographic suggestion convinces us (momentarily) that she is somehow alive.  Like Christ, who is there in Duane Michals’ sequence of Christ in New York (1982), each time with darkroom-dodged halo, where the absence of the light of darkroom exposure around his head conversely gives Christ his unique aura of glowing light in the print. Christ eats dog food with an old Ukrainian lady in Brooklyn, or laments the death of a woman after a tragic attempt at an illegal abortion.  More “what if...”s, but this time perhaps and in the words of Joan Osborne (1995) “what if… God was one of us…’
These pictures invoke a suspension of disbelief; Christ’s (omni)-presence is entirely believable and even welcome.

All photography is underpinned by a certain level of suspended disbelief; in looking at images, whether on paper or on screen, we are compelled to engage with the thing of the picture, to faithfully enter the reality of the illusion, to transcend our own ‘here and now’ and encounter this other time/ place. Photography itself is not what we see, ‘whatever it grants to vision and what ever its manner, a photograph is always invisible: it is not it that we see’ (Barthes, 1980), but photography is bound to and by its referent.  The suspension of disbelief is perhaps most fundamental to fashion photography, as the photographic genre often derived by fantasy and modelled role-play, projecting desire, aspiration and better lives, within social, cultural and financial economies.  In any case, this conditional invisibility and status of mediation, where in every sense it is the effect and consequence of photography that is seen (rather than photography itself), is a further crossing of photography as religion.  
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